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Abstract

Whereas polymeric and common inorganic anions frequently deprive the

synthetic chemist of a chance to modi& a charge transfer salt’s structure through

anion alterations, discrete organometallic anions provide a vast opportunity to

probe the structure/property correlations of a material through rational synthetic

methods. We have recently undertaken a research effort aimed at the

crystallization of conducting charge transfer salts which possess modifiable,

organometallic anions as the charge compensating entities. This research has been

richly rewarded with the discovery of a new family of

bis(ethylenedithio) tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF or ET) based molecular

superconductors. Herein is presented a summary of over twenty

K(ET)$WCFJ4(l,1,2-trihaloethane) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) superconducting salts. Three,.

new related salts are also reported: (ET), [trans-Ag(CFJ,(CN)J, KJBEDT-

TSF)#g(CFJ4(TCE), and KL(ET)#4g(CFJ,Cl(TCE).

Keywords: Organic superconductor, tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)metallate anions

1. Introduction

1.1. Historical Respective

Throughout history, organic compounds had been known as poor electrical

conductors. About half a century ago, a revolutionary discovery indicated that the

doping of large aromatic electron-donor molecules, such as perylene, resulted in

large increases in conductivity, [1] This discovery prompted the preparation of a

large number of highly conductive charge transfer salts, such as TTF”TCNQ, [2, 3]

which were found to exhibit increasing conductivity with decreasing temperature:

an intrinsic property of traditional metals.

organic superconductor, (TMTSF)zPFe, [4]

superconducting charge transfer salts were

The electrocrystallization of the first

began a new age in which many

prepared through the use of discrete
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monovalent anions. As illustrated in Figure 1, these superconducting salts are

comprised of thick conducting layers of electron-donor molecules separated by

thinner insulating layers which contain the charge compensating anions.

Crystallization of simple, linear, discrete, inorganic anions, such as Ia-, IBrz-,

and AuIZ-, with the highly successful bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-

TTF or ET) electron-donor molecule resulted in the formation of a series of three

isostructural superconducting salts. [5] One of the lessons learned through the

development of structure/property relationships in the ~-(ET)# (X = ~-, IBr2-, and

AuIQ-; ~ represents one of the common packing motifs of the ET salts, as illustrated

in Figure 2) family of organic superconductors was that larger anions lead to higher

TCS.By following this strategy of attempting to decrease the “lattice pressure” [6] by

use of larger linear anions, a salt containing the CU(NCS)Z- anion was prepared in

1988. [7] The CU(NCS)Z- anion in ~-(ET)zCu(NCS)z was not linear as expected, but

instead this was a superconducting ET salt containing a polymeric anion. The

crystal structure was unique in that the ET molecules are not arranged in stacks,

but rather in sheets containing perpendicularly arranged ET-molecule dimer units

having short sulfur-sulfur contacts. Salts with this unique packing motif of ET

molecules have been designated as lc-phase materials (see Figure 2). The 10.4 K Tc

measured for the K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Zsalt pushed the superconducting transition

temperature record for organic superconductors over 10 K for the first time.

In 1990, K-(ET)ZCU [N(CN)JBr was electrocrystallized at Argonne National

Laboratory. [8] This salt was found to have a superconducting transition

temperature of 11.6 K. By varying the halide constituents in this polymeric anion

salt, an isostructural molecular metal was synthesized. The K-(ET)@ [N(CN)JC1

analog was shown to have an even higher TCof 12.5 K under a mild hydrostatic
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pressure of0.3kbar. [9] Thepressure required tosuppress thema@etic transition

that occurred at ambient pressure was so small that coating crystals of K-(ET)aCu

~(CN)JCl with varnish or Apiezon N stopcock grease created sufficient pressure to

stabilize the superconducting state. [10]

Attempts to prepare superconductors which were isostructural to ic-

(ET),CU(SCN), or K-(ET),CU [N(CN),]X (X = Cl, Br) were quickly met with

difficulties. The CU(SCN)Z- and Cu N(CN)JX- anions are commonly formed during

the electrocrystallization process by a not yet understood, and difficult to’ control

“self-assembly” process. In the former case, the CU(NCS)Z- anion was formed

through the use of an electrolyte solution composed of KSCN, CUSCN, and 18-

crown-6. Modifications of this solution to contain SeCN- or OCN- ligands, or

related metal centers failed to produce isostructural salts. Similarly, the Cu

[N(CN),]X- anion is commonly formed in situ through the use of an electrolyte

solution containing PPhAN(CN)zand CUX, or a related electrolyte mixture. [11]

Through these research efforts, the K-(ET)zCuz(CN)~salt was synthesized and

found to have a superconducting state below 2.8 K under 1.5 kbar pressure. [12]

Shortly thereafter, a very similar salt, K’-(ET)zCuz(CN)~,was reported to exhibit

superconductivity at 3.8 K under ambient pressure. [13] Exchange of the halide in

the K-(ET)ZCU [N(CN)JX salts with CN has resulted in the preparation of K-

(ET) ZCU(CN) [N(CN)J, which is an ambient pressure superconductor with Tc near

11 K. [13] In this salt, the CU(CN) [N(CN)J- anion is not isostructural to CU

[N(CN)JX - because the bridging ligands in the former are CN- groups whereas in

the later, they are N(CN)Z-. Thusj although it is possible to synthesize new

superconducting salts with polymeric anions, the rational design of the anion layer

is still not possible. Without the ability to rationally synthesize isostructural salts,
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it is impossible to develop the structure/property relationships required to design

materials with higher TCS.

~ Its of Gr IB Metal Anion

Copper-based anions have been used fairly extensively for the synthesis of ET

charge transfer salts, perhaps with hopes that they will yield superconducting salts

with transition temperatures comparable to the high TCcopper oxides. The simplest

of these is the linear CUCIZ-anion which crystallizes in several phases with ET. [14-

16] Several salts containing polymeric copper halide anions have been’ prepared

such as (ET)CuzBr~, [17] (ET)CUJ4, [18] and (ET)ZCUJG.[19] The first example of the

planar [CU’IXJ% (X = Br, Cl) anion was observed in the (ET)~CuBr4 and

(ET)~CuBrzClz structures. [20, 21] A brief report of the (ET)~CuC14”Hz0structure

has also been published. [22] The (ET)tCu(CzOJz salt has been found to be weakly

metallic between 300 and 65 K. [23] As stated above, the most important copper

containing salts of ET are those possessing polymeric CU(I) anions: K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Z

or K-(ET)ZCU [N(CN)JX (X = Cl, Br). [7-9] Organometallic copper-based anions have

not been studied as components in ET charge transfer salts, until this study.

There are relatively few examples of ET salts with silver-containing anions.

The most common of these anions is Ag(CN)z-, which crystallizes in several phases

with ET. [5] The only one of these phase that exhibits a superconducting ground

state is K-(ET)~g(CN)z”H@, which has a superconducting transition at 5.0 K. [241

Non-stoichiometric phases containing polymeric silver anions with Br-, 1-, CN-, or

SCN- ligands have also been reported. However, none of these non-stoichiometric

silver-containing salts are superconducting. No ET salts have previously been

reported to contain Ag(III) or organometallic anions.
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Linear Au(I) anions have been used extensively as components in ET-based

charge transfer salts. ET salts containing the AuIZ-, IAuBr-, AuBrz-, AuCIZ-, and

Au(CN)~ anions have been reported. [5] These salts crystallize with a large variety

of structural motifs: & ~’, ~“, ~, & a’, and q. The only one of these salts that is an

ambient pressure superconductor is @(ET)#@. [25]

Although square planar Au(III) anions have also been used to form ET-salts,

the majority of these salts contain simple Br-, Cl-, or pseudo halide (i:e. CN-)

Iigands. X-ray crystal structures and physical properties of 2:1 (ET).@C14 [26],

(ET)~uBr4, (ET)@I(CN),Cl, [261,the 3:1 (ET),AuBr, [271and the 1:1 (ET)AuBr,Cl,

[28] salts have been reported. The (ET)AuCl#uC14 salt may contain the ET

dication. [29]

have

A limited number of ET salts with gold anions possessing organic ligands

been prepared. While the structure of the (ET), [Auz(imnt)J (imnt = 1,1-

dithio-2,2-dicyanoethylene) salt has been reported, and shown to contain bridging

AU1centers, [30] only a unit cell has been reported for the closely related (ET)Z

[Au(imnt)J salt which presumably contains a square planar AuI*Ianion. [31] More

recently, the (ET) [Au(dts)J (dts = dithiosquarate) salt has been found to contain

integrated stacks of the ET electron-donor molecule and [Au(dts)J-, and possess

semiconductive electrical properties. [32] We have recently reported the synthesis

of the 1:1 complex (ET)Au(CGCl~)d in which the phenyl rings of the novel

organometallic Au(C&lJA- anion completely surround the ET+l cations. [33]
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1.4. ET Salts of hflummethyl-based Anions
. .

Relatively few ET salts have been reported which contain trifluoromethyl-

based anions. This may partially be due with the earlier philosophy that symmetric

anions were required for the synthesis of superconducting charge transfer salts.

The trifluoromethyl group also has a tendency to crystallize in a disordered

configuration which would generally be expected to suppress the superconducting

state. However, the CFa group has the ability to form” F-H interactions with the

ET molecules. Such interactions are believed to influence the electrical properties

of ET salts. ‘,

Prior to our work, no organometallic trifluoromethylmetallate anions had

been crystallized with ET. The (ET)zCF&30~ salt has been reported to contain a

disordered CF$Oa- anion exhibit semiconductive properties. [34] We have recently

reported the characterization of the small energy gap semiconductor (ET)Z

[N(SO,CF,)J which contains a severely disordered N(SO,CFJJ anion. [351

1.5. A Prudent Choice of New Anions

We have recently pioneered a new approach for the synthesis of molecular

superconductors. A major goal of this new direction is the preparation of

isostructural series of charge transfer salts in which the physical properties can be

fine tuned through anion modification. Ideally, a series would be able to be “tuned”

to various superconducting transition temperatures. Such a family would yield

valuable clues as to the structural ingredients necessary to produce

superconducting salts with higher TCS.
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By choosing to work with discrete anions, structural control is placed in the

hands of the synthetic chemist rather than left to chance with self assembled

polymeric structures. It is commonly possible to slightly alter the identity of such

anions through chemical modifications prior to the electrocrystallization step. Such

anions typically form salts with TBA+, PPN+, PPh4+,etc. which are easily soluble in

organic solvents and can be readily purified through traditional methods.

With the previously learned knowledge that higher 2’,s can often be obtained

through the use of larger anions, we decided to explore this vast, esstmtially

untapped resource. Not only do these large molecular anions provide a logical route

to higher superconducting transition temperatures, but they offer greater

opportunity for chemical modification because they typically possess functional

groups which can be chemically substituted. Organometallic anions are ideal

candidates as components for superconducting charge transfer salts.

Although the conduction in molecular superconductors occurs through short

intramolecular chalcogen”” .chalcogen contacts there is evidence that the hydrogen

atoms on the ethylene end-groups of ET influence the superconducting state. It has

been demonstrated that a significant increase in superconducting transition

temperature occurs when the hydrogen atoms on the terminal ethylene groups of

ET are replaced with deuterium in the K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Zsuperconductor. Thus,

although these hydrogen atoms do not participate directly in the conduction

mechanism, they have a significant influence on the superconducting state. [36-42]

Crystallizing new superconducting charge-transfer salts with anions that have the

ability to interact with these terminal hydrogen atoms will allow us to probe this

important interaction.
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It has been shown that crystallographic disorder can be detrimental to

superconductivity. Anexample ofthisis the(TMTSF)zC104 superconductor. [43] In

order for these crystals to assume a superconducting state, they must be cooled

slowly enough to allow the CIOA-anions to undergo an ordering transition near 24

K. [44] A similar effect is seen in the isostructural ~-(ET)~ (X = ~-, 12Br-,IBr;, and

AuIZ-) family in which all members are superconductors except ~-(ET)212Br. It is

believed that superconductivity does not occur in the $(ET)JzBr salt because the

asymmetric I.#r- anion crystallizes in a random orientation. [45] Thus, when

choosing new anions to crystallize with ET, those with higher symmetry are

preferred.

Although superconducting salts have been formed with anions of many

geometries (linear, tetrahedral, octahedral, planar, etc.), we feel that planar anions

are preferable because they are conducive to packing in sheets: the desired

arrangement of ET counterpart. Large anions with appendages perpendicular to

the anion’s molecular plane may be less likely pack tightly together in sheet-like

networks. In fact, anions that have ‘floppy’ alkyl appendages will usually form poor

quality crystals with a substantial degree of disorder, or not crystallize at all.

We feel that another important anion feature is the ability to delocalize the

anion’s charge over a large area of space. A localized negative charge may act as a

trap, or a scatterer, and hinder Cooper pair formation.

anions are preferred, larger anions with higher charges

used. What seems to be important is the charge to

Although mononegative

can also be successfully

volume ratio. Thus, a

mononegative anion such as CF$.iO~-should act similarly to a dinegative anion such

as O@CFzCFzSO~% .
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Finally, the redox potentials of new anions must be considered. Strongly

oxidizing anions must be avoided because they will chemically oxidize the ET

molecules prior tothe electrochemical step. Similarly, anions that are more easily

oxidized than ET must be avoided because they will be electrochemically

decomposed prior to the oxidation of the donor molecules.

The above criteria for anion selection should only be used to prioritize anions

for use in the synthesis of new superconductors. It is felt that the more of these

criteria that a new anion meets, the greater are its chances of forming a

superconducting charge transfer salt. Of the myriad of known discrete anions, a

vast number exist which fulfill the above criteria to various extents. These are the

anions upon which our research efforts focus.

Through use of the previously described rationale, the M(CFJQ- (~ = CU, Ag,

Ag) anions were chosen as attractive candidates for the preparation of

superconducting charge transfer salts. These large, discrete anions can be

synthesized by chemical methods and isolated as pure salts of PPN+. [46] These

PPN salts are stable in air under ambient conditions, and dissolve readily in organic

solvents. The anions’ large number of peripheral fluorine atoms allow for anion

interactions with the terminal hydrogen atoms of the ET molecule. The

mononegative charge is delocalized over the twelve fluorine atoms and this planar

molecule has a relatively high degree of symmetry. The M( CF~)A- anion can be

modified not only by changing the central metal atom but also by substitution of the

CF~ ligand to produce anions of the type: ikf(CF,CFJ,-, M(CHF,)q-, ikf(CFJ~(CHJ-,

M(CFJ~C1-, M(CFJJCN)Z-, etc. We have initiated experiments aimed at

determining how disorder intrinsic to these various anions affect the

superconducting state.
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2. Experimental

ET was synthesized according to published methods, [47-50] and

recrystallized from chloroform. d~ET, with deuterium atom substitution for all

eight hydrogen atoms, was prepared in a parallel synthesis with ET through the use

of dq-1,2-dibromoethane (D, 99%). Bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafilvalene (BEDT-

TSF) was prepared by literature methods. [51] PI?N [l14(CFJJ [PPN =

bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium, M = Cu, Ag, Au] were prepared via the. .

literature methods. [46, 52] PPN [Ag(CFJ8Cl] was prepared through the reaction of

Ag(CFJ~ and PPN”C1. [53] PPN [CU(CF,H)4] [541and PPh4 [trans-Ag(CFJ,(CN)J

[55] were prepared according to the literature. Crystallization solvents were

prepared and purified as previously described. [561

Charge transfer salts were grown by electroc~stallization in standard H-

cells. ET (about 10 mg) was added to the anode chamber of an electrochemical cell

containing a very fine porosity frit. About 25 mg of the PPN+ or PPh~+salt of the

desired anion was added to each chamber of the H-cell in an argon-filled dry box.

About 7.5 ml of freshly distilled solvent was then added to each chamber of the cell.

An initial current density of 0.2 pA/cm2 was applied. The current was increased

daily, until crystal growth occurred. Crystals were grown at 25°C on platinum wire

electrodes for a period of up to a month, harvested in air, and stored on dry ice.

Crystals of (BEDT-TSF)@g(CFJA( l,l,2-trichloroethane) were grown in an analogous

manner by replacing ET in the electrochemical cell with BEDT-TSF.

Magnetic studies were performed with a Lake Shore Cryotronics 7221 ac

susceptometer operating with a I G modulation field and a frequency of 125 Hz.
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Through use of the sub-pot option, temperatures in the range 1.2-4.2 K were

obtained. Samples were cooled in zero field over a time period of fifteen minutes.

Magnetic susceptibility data were recorded while warming, The ESR measurements

were performed with the use of an IBM ER-200 X-band spectrometer with a TEIOZ

rectangular cavity. Low temperature experiments (4-300 K) were carried out with

the use of an Oxford 900 flow-through cryostat and temperature controller. A

strong-pitch standard (g=2.0028) was used for g-value calibration. Single crystal X-

ray diffraction was performed on a Siemens CCD-area detector based SMART

system.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Extensive Tunabilit~ in TrMuoromethylmetallate Salts of ET

Unlike the TMTSF series of salts which tend to crystallize in one structural

motif regardless of anion, the ET electron donor molecule has a propensity to

crystallize in multiple phases even with the same anion. When the M(CFJd- anion

is electrocrystallized with ET in 1,1,2-trichloroethane (TCE), four phases of crystals

often grow simultaneously on the anode. These phases can be readily identified

through their morphology and distinct ESR line widths: ~~-(ET)#4(CFJA(TCE)

[hexagonal black plates, LW = 50-70 G], K~-(ET)@Z(CFJ,(TCE) [long, striated black

needles, LW = 5-7 G], (ET) J14(CFJA [smooth black rods, LW = 30-40 G], and K~’-

(ET) Jkf(CFJ,(TCE) [thick, black plates with slanted edges, LW = 45-55 G]. [57, 581

A summary of the unit cell parameters for salts of trifluoromethylmetallate anions

is given in Table 1.
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Crystals of the (ET)#f(CF3)4 phase typically grow with a rod-like morphology.

[59] As with most ET salts, this structure contains alternating layers of anions and

ET molecules. A projection of the (ET)&(CFJA structure on the bc-plane is

illustrated in Figure 3. Within the layers, there are two stacks of ET molecules

which are related to each other by a screw axis: a motif typical of $-phase salts. [60]

Within this structure, the M(CFJ4- anions lie on an inversion center and have

ordered trifluoromethyl groups and a planar ikfC4 core. (See Figure 4.) As is

frequently the case in ET salts, one of the ethylene groups of the ET molecule is

conformationally disordered at room temperature. A few short intermolecular CHz-

F contacts (less than the sum of the van der Waals radii, 2.67 ~) are present in the

(ET)#(CFJ, salts, with the shortest being 2.47 ~.

The ESR spectrum of (ET)aCu(CFJq measured between 300 and 4 K indicates

that the spin susceptibility of this material follows Curie-Weiss behavior, typical of

a paramagnetic semiconductor. [57] The room temperature line width of 35 G

decreased with temperature to 70 K, at which point an uncharacterized phase

transition was observed. As shown in Figure 5, four-probe conductivity

measurements indicate that the (ET)~g(CFJ~ is a semiconductor, with an

activation energy of about 0.19 eV.

3.3. KL-(ET)tiw(CFt)$l.l.2-trihaloethane) Salts

Crystals of the plate-like phase, grown from TCE, were found to have

superconducting transition temperatures of 4.0 K [CU(CFJA-I,[6112.6 K [Ag(CF3)4-1,

[62] and 2.1 K [Au(CFJ,-]. [63] An x-ray diffraction study of these hexagonal

crystals revealed a ~-type arrangement of ET molecules (See Figure 2), with the
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donor layers isostructural to the K-(ET)ZCU~(CN)JX ~ = Cl, Br) superconducting

salts. [64] In addition to M(CFJA- anions} the anion layer was found to contain an

equal number of neutral TCE solvent molecules. These plate-like crystals have thus

been given the designation ~~-(ET)Jlcf(CFJ4(TCE) (the subscript, L, designates the

lower TCphase).

In the K~-phase, both the anion and solvent molecules were

mirror plane and were crystallographically disordered.

found to lie on a

Whereas the

trifluoromethyl groups of the anion in PPN [CU(CFJJ lie on a mirror pl,ane, the

crystallographic mirror plane in KL-(ET)J!u(CFJ4(TCE) bisects the anion’s C–CU-C

angles. For steric reasons, adjacent trifluoromethyl groups cannot be related by a

mirror plane, and are therefore crystallographically disordered. In the KL-

(ET)#ig(CF3)4(TCE) salt, the longer M-C distance reduces the steric interactions

between adjacent CF8 groups. Numerous contacts, shorter than the sum of the

corresponding van der Waals radii, exist between the fluorine atoms of the ikf(CFJA-

anions and the adjacent hydrogen atoms of both the ET and TCE molecules. These

contacts are believed to be important both for stabilizing the structure and for the

occurrence of superconductivity.

The anion layer in the KL-structure is the thickest known for any molecular

superconductor: more than twice as thick as in K-(ET)ZCU[N(CN).-JBr(8.3 ~ vs. 3.9

~) (See Figure 6). Thus, KL-(ET)J4(CF,),(TCE) is a very two-dimensional system

with direct communication between adjacent ET layers improbable.

Superconductivity is a bulk property, and electron transport through the anion

layer must occur, even in the normal state. Thus, it is probable that the anion or

solvent molecules contribute in some capacity to the electron transport in these

materials, It is somewhat surprising that even with the extensive anion-layer
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disorder, the K~-(ET)@f(CFJ4(TCE) salts exhibit a superconducting ground state. It

is possible that the trifluoromethyl groups order as the crystal is cooled below

100 K, because this disorder is simply a result of rotation about the M-C bonds.

However, it is much more unlikely that disorder in the solvent position could be

eliminated by cooling because this would require a molecular reorganization, rather

than a simple bond rotation. As in K-(ET)ZCUllWCN)JBr, [651 the ethylene groups

of the ET molecule were found to be ordered in an eclipsed conformation at 120 K,

and presumably, remain ordered in the superconducting state.

The three component (electron donor molecule, anion, and cocrystallized

solvent) aspect of this system provides an even greater versatility than expected.

Additional superconductors were synthesized through solvent exchange. [56] By

replacing the chlorine atoms on the TCE solvent molecule with bromine, four closely

related solvent molecules were synthesized and cocrystallized in the K~-

(ET)J4(CFJ4(l,l,2-trihaloethane) structure. A tabulation of the superconducting

transition onset temperatures for the fifteen known K~-(ET).JV(CFJ,(l,l,2-

trihaloethane) superconductors is given in Table 2.

The solvent molecule in the k~-(ET)#f(CFJ4( l,l,2-trihaloethane) structure is

located on a mirror plane, and thus crystallographically disordered. The halogen

positions of the two orientations of the cocrystallized solvent molecule are

superimposed, forming an isosceles triangle. (See Figure 7.) The one halogen

position, A, lies on the mirror plane, while the other two positions, B and B’, are

related by symmetry. The 1,l,2-trihaloethanes can be classified as three types.

Solvent molecules in which the three halogens are of the same type, as in 1,1,2-

trichloroethane and l,l,2-tribromoethane, are classified as Type I. The K~-

(ET)#(CFJA(l,l,2-trihaloethane) structures which contain Type I solvent molecules
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have no mixed occupancy on the halogen sites. Both sites A and B must contain

100% chlorine or bromine. Type II solvents include l-bromo-1,2-dichloroethane and

1,2-dibromo-l-chloroethane, which contain the unique halogen atom on the ethane’s

disubstituted position. Both of these solvent molecules are chiral. For Type 11

solvents, site A would result in a 50/50 mixture of both chlorine and bromine, while

site B would be composed of 25% of the unique halogen and 75910on the non-unique

halogen type. However, if preferential ordering occurred, the unique halogen atom

could lie on site A 100% of the time, with the non-unique one forced to reside on the

B sites. Type III solvents include 2-bromo-1,1-dichloroethane and l,l-dibromo-2-

chloroethane, which contain the unique halogen atom on the ethane’s mono-

substituted carbon. If no preferential ordering occurs, the B sites would contain a

50/50 mixture of the’ two halogen elements. For Type III solvents, the unique

halogen atom will never lie on site A. Thus, for Type II solvents, the unique

halogen atom could lie on site A 100% of the time, whereas for Type III solvents, it

can never lie on this site.

The 1,1-dibromo-2-chloroethane solvent has not yet been prepared, but it is

highly likely that this solvent will yield three additional superconducting salts with

the K~-structure. 1,1,2-trihaloethane solvents which contain iodine are unstable,

decomposing into the corresponding haloethane and elemental halogen, thus

preventing solvated salts from being prepared with these iodinated solvents. When

one or more of the chlorine atoms of the 1,1,2-trihaloethane solvent molecule are

replaced with fluorine, the non-solvated, rod-like phase forms exclusively. This may

be a result of the fluorinated solvent competing with the M(CFJA- anion for H“”*F

contacts during the crystallization process. Thus, all chlorinated and/or brominated

l,l,2-trihaloethane solvents form solvated, superconducting K~-(ET)&f(CF~)4(l,1,2-
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trihaloethane) salts, whereas all other solvents have not formed the desired kappa-

type phase, and do not superconduct.

Through an examination of the superconducting transition temperatures

listed for the ic~-(ET)#(CFJA( l,l,2-trihaloethane) salts in Table 2, it can be seen

that allsalts which contain the l-bromo-1,2-dichloroethanesolventmoleculehave

T’C’Smore then 1 K lower than the corresponding 2-bromo-1,1-dichloroethane salts,

although these solvent molecules have the same physical size. The difference

between these molecules is that l-bromo-1,2-dichloroethane is a Type II “solvent

while 2-bromo-1, l-dichloroethane is a Type III solvent. Thus, the bromine atom of

l-bromo-1,2-dichloroethane can lie on site A 100% of the time, while when 2-bromo-

1,1-dichloroethane is the solvent, the bromine atom is forced to lie on the B sites.

Site A lies on the crystallographic mirror plane, and substitution of a larger halogen

on this site results in an expansion within the anion layer, However, the B sites

point perpendicular to the anions layer, and placement of a larger halogen on these

sites results in an expansion perpendicular to the anions layer, pushing the ET

layers further apart. This lattice expansion perpendicular to the conducting planes

is in contrast to that observed in the ~<ET)& salts, where the linear trihalide

anions lie nearly parallel to the stacking axis, and replacement of the 1~-anion for

IBrz- results in an expansion nearly parallel to the ET stacking axis. [66, 67] These

results from the K~-(ET)#f(CFJ4( 1,1,2-trihaloethane) family of salts supports the

previously mentioned notion that higher TCScan, to some extent, be obtained

through the use of larger anions which expand the crystalline lattice.

A preliminary systematic X-ray characterization of the K~-(ET).#(CFJ,( l,l,2-

trihaloethane) family of salts has indicated that there is a correlation between the

unit cell parameters and the superconducting transition temperature. [68] The unit
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cell parameters for several KL-(ET)Jkf(CFJ,(l,l,2-trihaloethane) salts, both at room

temperature and 118 K, are listed in Table 1. The relationship between TCand the

unit cell parameters is not a simple on, and depends on the ratio of the b- and c-axis

lengths. Undoubtedly, the T, depends on something much more profound than

simply unit cell lengths. Slight variations in intermolecular contacts may have

significant influence on the superconducting state. It is likely that once the

complete characterization of the ikf(CFJq- salts is achieved, it will be possible to

develop structure-property correlations for these systems that will lead to an even

larger number of novel organic superconductors. The details of these

structure/property relationships are currently being developed.

An additional degree of tunability in the K~-(ET)@f(CFJ4(l,l,2-trihaloethane)

system can be found through the use of mixed solvents. As illustrated in Figure 8,

the superconducting transition temperature can be adjusted through the

composition of the solvent. The K~-(ET)~g(CFJA( l,l,2-trichloroethane) has a

superconducting transition at 2.4 K, while the K~-(ET)~g(CF~)A(l,l,2-

tribromoethane) analog has a higher Tc of 4.8 K. By using mixed solvent systems

containing various ratios of 1,1,2-trichloroethane and 1,1,2-tribromoethane, crystals

of the general formula KL-(ET)~g(CFJA( l,l,2-trichloroethane)X( 1,1,2-

tribromoethane)l-X can be prepared yielding any desired TCin the 2.4 to 4.8 K range.

An even greater degree of disorder will be present in these mixed solvent

salts, because in addition to the disordered solvent molecules and trifluoromethyl

groups, a random mixture of TBE and TCE is expected on the solvent sites. While

it could be expected that mixed solvents could result in a broad superconducting

transition, spanning the 2.4 -4.8 K range, it is noted that these crystals have sharp

superconducting transitions, similar to those observed for crystals containing only
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one solvent. Mixing halogens on the cocrystallized solvent molecules seems to affect

the superconducting transition temperature by causing small shifts in the packing

motif of the donor layer. There are no short contacts between the hydrogen atoms of

ET and the halogen atoms of the cocrystallized solvent. If such contacts existed, the

random potentials caused by the mixed halogens could be detrimental to

superconductivity. This may explain why halogen disorder in the K~-

(ET)&?(CFJ&l,l,2-trihaloethane) salts does not destroy superconductivity as it does

in the &(ET)J family. [45] It is expected that similar control of the

superconducting transition could be obtained through mixed anion systems ~such as

K~-(ET)zCu#lul-x(CFJA(l,l,2-trichloroethane). In such salts, the random placements

of the mixed metals would influence the conducting layer only indirectly, and

superconductivity would be expected to occur. A potentially different situation

could occur if some of the fluorine atoms of the anion’s CF~groups were randomly

replaced with hydrogen. Such a substitution could have a more severe impact on

superconductivity because these fluorine atoms are in intimate contact with the

important hydrogen atoms of ET.

We have investigated the effect of isotopic substitution upon TCin the K~-

(ET)~g(CF,),(l-bromo-1,2 -dichloroethane) superconductor, [69] Our results

indicate that deuterium substitution on the ethylene end groups of ET cause an

increase in TCfrom 2.90 K to 3.11 K (based on the linearly extrapolated mean-field

TC). Similar to K-(ET)ZCU(SCI?)Z,this isotopic shift is opposite in sign to that

predicted based on a BCS-like phonon model. In fact, the ATJTCvalue of 0.072 for ~-

(ET),Ag(CFJ,(l-bromo- 1,2-dichloroethane) is more than twice the magnitude of

0.033 observed for K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Z.In a similar experiment, we have found that a

slightly larger shift in TCoccurs in the isostructural KL-(ET)#g(CF~)A(TBE) salt. [70]

For this salt, ATC1= 0.36 &0.13 K and ATJTC= 0.079. This evidence confirms the fact
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that the ethylene groups of ET have a very significant influence on the

superconducting state even though they do not directly contribute to the conduction

band. It will be possible to probe this

modifiable, discrete anions that have the

atoms.

The room temperature

trihaloethane) salts range from

important interaction with the use of

ability to interact with these hydrogen

ESR line widths of the Ic~-(ET).#f(CFJ4(l,l,2-

54-68 G. [57] These values are typical of other K-

phase organic superconductors such K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Z [71] and K=(ET)ZCU

~(CN)21Br. [72] A maximum in the ESR line width is observed near 100 K,

comparable to the maximum observed in the variable temperature resistivity data.

The electronic band structure of K~-(ET)zCu(CFJA(l,l,2-trihaloethane) was

calculated based on the room

calculation, two-dimensional

are expected. [8]

temperature structure of this salt. [73] Based on this

electronic properties similar to K-(ET)ZCU[N(CN)JBr

A strongly negative pressure derivative has been determined for the KL-

(ET)JWCFJ,(TCE) (M = Cu, Ag) salts. The dTJdP values range from –2 to –3

K/kbar, and are typical of cation-radical organic superconductors. [61, 62, 74]

Although the pressure study indicates that higher Z’CScan be obtained through the

use of larger anions, the trend in TCfor the KL-(ET)J14(CFJ&TCE)salts is that M =

Cu (TC = 4.o K) > Ag (2.4 K) > Au (2.1 K). In addition, all KL-(ET)ZCU(CFJ,(1,1,2-

trihaloethane) salts have higher TCSthan the corresponding KL-(ET)#g(CFJ,( l,l,2-

trihaloethane) salts (see Table 1). It is evident that the TCdepends on more than

one controlling factor. Studies are currently in progress to better understand these

factors.
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The solvated M(CF3)4- salts tend to slowly lose their cocrystallized solvent

under ambient conditions, building up a crust of the (ET)Jkf(CF3)4phase on the

surface of the crystal. [56] ESR studies have confirmed this finding, and indicated

that increased temperatures accelerate this process. [57] However, the

superconducting state of these salts can be preserved for months if they are stored

at dry ice temperatures.

3.4. KL’-(ET)tiJMCF3)Jl.1.2-trihaloethanel
,.

A crystallographic phase closely related to K~-(ET)@(CFJ4(l,l,2-

trihaloethane) has been identified. These crystals grow as thick plates with

slanted edges. [75] Whereas adjacent layers in K~-(ET)#f(CFJ4( l,l,2-trihaloethane)

are related by a mirror plane and are tilted in alternating orientations, every

electron-donor molecule layer in K~’-(ET)#(CFJq( l,l,2-trihaloethane) is tilted in the

same direction. Low temperature ESR measurements of the spin susceptibility and

line width indicate that K~’-(ET)JW(CFJ4(l,2-dibromo-l-chloroethane) is metallic

between 140 and 10 K. [58] These crystals grow as a minor phase, and currently,

little is known about its other physical properties. It is hoped that through modified

crystallization conditions, additional crystals of this phase will become available,

and the effect of this slight structural modification on the physical properties will be

determined.

3.5. @ET)ti&(CFa)4(l,l.2-trihaloethane) Salts

The needle-like morphology has significantly higher transition temperatures

of 9.2 K [CU(CFJA-], [74] 11.1 K [Ag(CFJA-], [62] and 10.5 K [Au(CFJA-], than the

corresponding K~ salts. [63] An EDAX characterization suggested that the
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elemental composition of the striated needles is also very similar to the plates in

that the ET/anion/solvent ratio is 2:1:1. The needle-like morphology’s tendency to

grow as bundles of fine needles has hampered our efforts to determine this phase’s

crystal structure. Preliminary x-ray difiaction from a twinned crystal indicated

that the unit cell may be similar to the plate-like phase except doubled along the c-

taxis. [56] The needle-like morphology has

(H designates the higher TCphase) under

phase also has a lc-type packing motif.

been designated

the preliminary

K~-(ET)#(CFJJTCE)

assumption that this

,.

So far six K~-(ET)@f(CFJ4( l,l,2-trihaloethane) salts have been prepared. To

date, these higher Z’c materials contain either the Ag(CFJ4- anion or the TCE

solvent molecule but there is every reason to believe that additional K~-salts will be

prepared through the use of the less stable brominated solvents when combined

with the Cu(CF~)A-and AU(CFJA-anions.

The four-probe, variable temperature resistivity measurements of K~-

(ET)JWCFJ4(TCE) salts have a profile similar to other K-phase salts. The

resistivity increases by a factor of about 250 with decreasing temperature from

room temperature down to about 90 K. [62, 74] This relative increase in resistivity

is considerably greater than that observed in K-(ET)ZCU(SCN)Z,[76, 77] and may be

a result of the fibrous nature of the K~ crystals. Below 90 K, the resistivity

decreases in a metallic fashion until the superconducting transition is reached.

The dependence of TCon pressure for the lc~-phase is very similar to that

observed for the K~-phase, and typical of ET-based superconductors in general. The

pressure derivative was found to be dTJdP = -1.9 K/kbar. [62] The negative value

again indicates that expansion of the unit cell may result in higher superconducting
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transition temperatures. In contrast to the x~-phase, the K~-(ET)~(CF.JJTCE) has

a higher TC(11.1 K) [62] than K~-(ET)zCu(CFJ4(TCE) (Z’C= 9.2 K). [74] The lack of

K~-(ET)#(CFJd(l,l,2-trihaloethane) (ikf = Cu or Au) salts containing brominated

solvents currently prevents a more complete analysis of the effect of the

cocrystallized solvent in the K~-phase salts. [68] A study aimed at addressing this

question is currently in progress.

The narrow ESR line width of the ~~-salts is rather unique among ET-based

organic superconductors. An explanation for this will not be possible until the

crystal structure has been determined. Upon cooling, the 9 G room temperature

line width of KH-(ET)&u(CFJ4(TCE) slowly increases to 15 G at 20 K below which

temperature a rapid decrease in line width is observed. [57]

&6JEm&m.J&N)~

The crystal structure of (ET)~g(CFJz(CN)z has been determined at 123 K by

X-ray diffraction. The atomic numbering scheme is given in Figure 9 and the

atomic coordinates listed in Table 3. A projection of the unit cell on the be-plane is

shown in Figure 3, with a comparison to the isostructural (ET)Jkf(CFJA salts.

(ET)zAg(CFJ,(CN)z crystallizes in the space group P2@ with lattice parameters a =

4.9662(1) ~, b = 9.3358(2) ~, C = 38.7715(7) & ~ = 91.561(1)0, V = 1796.9(1) ~3.

Although the Ag(CFJJCN)z- anion is smaller than Ag(CFJA-, the unit cell of

(ET),Ag(CFJJCN)z is expanded along the b-axis. This is because the cyano ligands

extend about 1.5 ~ further in the coordination plane from the metal center than the

trifluoromethyl appendages. Because the Ag(CFJz(CN){ anion is rotated about 35°

from the unit cell axes, the cyano groups push mostly into the ET stacks located

~0.5 unit cell along b. This displacement in the ET layer causes adjacent ET stacks
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to be more side-to-side and allows for better intermolecular SOOOScontacts between

theouter Satoms. Incontrast totheroom temperatme stmcture of(ET)~g(CFa)4,

both the ethylene groups of the ET molecules in (ET)#lg(CFJz(CN)z are ordered at

123 K. A low temperature X-ray structural study will determine whether a similar

ethylene-group ordering occurs in the (ET)#g(CFJa salt.

The ac susceptibility of crystals of (ET)#lg(CFJz(CN)z was measured to

temperatures as low as 1.2 K, with no indication of superconductivity.

3.7. K2-(ET)ti#-C1(l. 1,2-trichloroethane]

The x-ray c~stal structure of the ~~-(ET)~g(CFJ~Cl( l,l,2-trichloroethane)

salt was determined at 123 K and found to be isostructural to the K~-

(ET)&f(CFJ,(l,l,2-trihaloethane) salts. The unit cell parameters were found to be:

a = 12.8499(24) & b = 37.614(6)& c = 8.4711(17)& V = 4094.4(1.3) ~3. Compared

to the 115 K structure of K~-(ET)#lg(CFJ& l,l,2-trichloroethane), the unit cell of K~-

(ET)zAg(CF’3)~Cl(l,l,2-trichloroethane) is contracted along the three crystallographic

axes by 0.66%, 0.95%, and 0.65%, respectively, resulting in a volume reduction of

2.24%. This smaller unit cell is a direct result of the exchange of a trifluoromethyl

group for a chloride ligand.

As illustrated in Figure 4, an even greater degree of disorder is observed in

the anion layer of K~-(ET)#lg(CFJ3Cl( l,l,2-trichloroethane) than was found for K~-

(ET),Ag(CFJ,(l,l,2 -trichloroethane). As in the K~-(ET)~g(CFJ4( l,l,2-

trichloroethane) structure, the trifluoromethyl groups of K~-(ET)@g(CF~)~Cl(l,lj2-

trichloroethane) were found to be disordered over two conformations. Additionally,

the chloride ligand in K~-(ET)~g(CF3)~Cl( l,l,2-trichloroethane) was found to be
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disordered over two sites related by a mirror plane. Thus, two of the coordination

sites of the Ag(CFJ3C1- anion were found to contain only two orientations of the

trifluoromethyl group, and the other two sites contained 50% disordered CF3 groups

and 50% Cl ligands.

Crystals of KL-(ET)~g(CF3)3Cl( l,l,2-trichloroethane) were examined by ac

susceptibility to temperatures as low as 1.2 K. A weak diamagnetic signal was

observed below 1.4 K, but the shielding fraction was too low to confirm bulk

superconductivity, Thus, the symmetry breaking substitution of one Cl atom for

one of the CF3 groups radically alters the ground state property of this salt and

significantly depresses, or destroys, the superconducting ground state.

3.8. K,-(BEDT-TSF&Ag(CFz) Jl.l.2-trichloroethane)

Crystals of the K~-(BEDT-TSF)@g(CFJ& l,l,2-trichloroethane) salt were

prepared by a method analogous to that used for the ET salt. This salt grows as

tiny black blocks. Very thin needle-like crystals have also been grown, which may

be isostructural to the K~-phase. To date, no crystals of the solvent-fi-ee phase have

been identified. Identification of the various phases of the BEDT-TSF salt through

ESR spectroscopy has not been possible because of the much broadened ESR line

width compared to ET.

X-ray diffraction measurements indicated that ~~-(BEDT-

TSF)zAg(CFJA(l,l,2-trichloroethane) crystallizes in the orthorhombic space grouP

Prima and is essentially isostructural to the 2.4 K superconductor KL-

(ET),Ag(CF,),( 1,1,2-trichloroethane). However, the four selenium atoms in the

BEDT-TSF molecule result in a 3.5q0 increase in the unit cell volume. At room
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temperature, the unit cell parameters for K~-(BEDT-TSF)&(CFJ4(l,l,2-

trichloroethane) were found to be: a = 13.155(1), b = 39.333(2), c = 8.6479(4) & and

v= 4474.6 (5)~3. The crystal structure of K~-(BEDT-TSF)&(CF~)Jl,l,2-

trichloroethane) is illustrated in Figure 10 as a projection on the ah-plane. The

atomic numbering scheme is given in Figure 11 and the atomic coordinates listed in

Table 3. The a-axis for the BEDT-TSF salt is 0.020 ~ (0.2%) shorter than in the ET

salt, while the b and c axes increase by 1.159 ~ (3%) and 0.053~ (0.6%),

respectively. Thus, the area of the unit cell in the ac plane is only slightly (0.5%)

larger in the selenium containing salt. The increase in unit cell volume is mostly

due to an expansion along the b-axis: a direct result of the greater length of the

BEDT-TSF molecule. These results are similar to that observed for the

isostructural ET and BEDT-TSF salts of Cu lJS((CN)JBr-.[78]

In contrast to K~-(ET)~g(CFJJ1,1,2 -trichloroethane), we have observed no

indication of superconductivity in K~-(BEDT-TSF)~g(CFJ4(l, 1,2-trichloroethane) to

temperatures as low as 1.2 K. One of the ethylene groups in K~-(BEDT-

TSF)zAg(CFJ4(l,l,2 -trichloroethane) is disordered at room temperature with

approximately 2/3 of the groups in the eclipsed conformation. In the case of the Cu

[N(CN)JBr- salts of ET and BEDT-TSF, the lack of superconductivity in the

K(BEDT-TSF)ZCU [N(CN) J Br salt was rationalized [78] from the crystallographic

disorder of the ethylene end groups, even at 20 K, compared to ordered end groups

in the ET salt below at least 125 K. [65] Whether this is the case in the Ag(CF~)A-

salts will require low temperature structural data. The selenium substitution in ~L-

(BEDT-TSF)#!g(CFJA( l,l,2-trichloroethane) would be expected to broaden the

electronic bandwidth and thus decrease the density of states at the Fermi level.

Although this would be expected to decrease the superconducting transition
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temperature, it is unlikely that this alone would account for the lack of

superconductivity above 1.2 K.

3.9. Cu(CFJ4&- salts of ET

Through an electrolyte substitution of PPN [CU(CFJ-I)J for PPN [CU(CFJJ

during the electrocrystallization process, we have attempted to prepare an

Cu(CFzH)A-salt with ET through methods described above. Although a variety of

crystallization solvents, including TCE, TCE/EtOH, 1,2-dibromo-l-chloroethane, 1-

bromo-2,2-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloro-l-bromoethane, and THF, were tried, only

tiny shards of irregular crystals grew. No superconductivity was observed in these

black microcrystals, and the crystals were not of sufficient quality for crystal

structure determination. It is interesting to note that substitution of CF#I ligands

for CF~groups has significant impact on the crystal growth and apparently prevents

the K~-(ET)JW(CF~)i(l,l,2-trihaloethane) phase from forming. This suggests that

the CFJET interactions may provide important stabilizing forces for the

stabilization of ET salts containing trifluoromethyl-based anions. Experiments are

in progress to prepare higher quality crystals of an ET salt containing the

Cu(CFzH)t- anion.

3.10. Cu(CFzCF2~- Salts of ET

Through substitution of PPN [CU(CFZCFJJ for PPN [CU(CFJJ in the

electrochemical cell, we have grown crystals of ET [CU(CFZCF.JJX. Poor quality

crystals were grown when 1,1,2-tribromoethane or methylene chloride were used as

the crystallization solvent, but small plate-like crystals were grown in TCE and

chlorobenzene. These plate-like crystals had an ESR line width between 38 and

46 G. Ac susceptibility measurements indicate that these crystals do not
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superconduct above 1.2 K. It is expected that the larger -CFzCF~ ligands will

significantly affect the solid state structure of these crystals. A more thorough

study of the structure and physical properties of these crystals is in progress.

~

The trifluoromethyl groups of the CU(CFJ4- anion in the PPN [CU(CFJJ salt

have been found to be ordered with the neighboring groups staggered and the trarzs

groups eclipsed. [46] The CuCd core is nearly planar, with the trans C-CU-C bond

angles 165° and 172°. The slight non-planarity is probably a result “of steric

interactions of the CF~ groups and intermolecular packing forces. Ordered lkf(CFJA-

anions are also present in the (ET)Jkf(CFJd (M = Ag, Au) salts. However, in these

salts, the trifluoromethyl groups are each rotated about 30° in the same direction,

thus placing the trans groups in a staggered conformation. Because the metal

center lies on an inversion center, the trans C-M-C bonds are required, by

symmetry, to be linear. The cis-C-Ag-C bonds are 89.8(2)0. The M-C bonds are

slightly longer in (ET)zAg(CFJA (2.106 and 2.096 & than in (ET)ZAU(CFJA(2.067

and 2.087 ~).

The M(CFJ4- anions in the K~-(ET)#f(CFJA(l, l,2-trihaloethane), KL’-

(ET)JkUCFJA(l,l,2-trihaloethane), and KL-(BEDT-TSF)#l(CFJ4( l,l,2-trihaloethane)

salts are very similar to each other. There is significant disorder of the

trifluoromethyl groups, indicating twisting around the M-C bonds. In these salts,

the anion lies on a mirror plane which bisects the C-M-C angle. Two of the

trifluoromethyl carbon positions are fully occupied, but because of the slight non-

planarity of the MC1 core, the remaining two mirror-symmetric carbon atoms

partially occupy two sites 0.44 L apart. The fluorine atoms on adjacent
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trifluoromethyl groups cannot be related by a mirror plane because simultaneous

occupation of mirror-symmetric fluorine sites would result in steric interactions,

Thus, adjacent trifluoromethyl groups must alternately occupy sites unrelated by

symmetry. The M-C distances in the K~-(ET)#f(CFJA( l,l,2-trihaloethane) (M = Cu,

Ag) salts are: 1.94, 1.96, 1.99 ~ (Cu) and 2.09,2.09,2.11 ~ (Ag). The trans-C-Cu-C

bond angles are 169.5 and 172.9° and the trans-C-Ag-C bond angles are 173.0 and

174.8°.

The (ET)Z [trans-Ag(CFJz(CN)J salt is only the second structural

determination of the [trans-Ag(CFJJCN)J- anion, and the first to contain ordered

trifluoromethyl groups. The structure of the [PPhJ [trans-Ag(CFJz(CN)J salt has

previously been repo~ed to contain disordered CF~ groups. [55] The Ag-CF~ and

Ag-CN bond lengths of 2.103 ~ and 2.010 ~ are virtually identical to those found in

the PPhd+salt. The AgCd core is nearly planar, with the trans ligands related by an

inversion center, and the NC-Ag-CF~ bond angle 89.88°. Due to the lanthanide

contraction, the Ag-CN bond length is also essentially the same as the Au-CN bond

length observed in the (ET)Z [trans-Au(CN)zCIJ salt (2.02 ~). [26] The C-F bond

lengths in (ET)#lg(CFJJCN)z range from 1.315A -1.340 ~.

4. Conclusions

The beauty of utilizing large, discrete anions is that these anions can be fine-

tuned by the synthetic chemist to probe how minor structural changes affect the

superconducting state. There are a very limited number of ways that simple anions

such as PFG-, CIOd-, Ia-, etc. can be chemically modified. Derivatives of polymeric

anions such as Cu(SCN~-, Cu [N(CN).-JBr-, etc. are nearly impossible to synthesize

by design. However, with large, discrete organometallic anions, such as those
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related to M(CFJ4-, a large number of similar anions can be rationally devised and

synthesized. As structure/property relationships are developed for the ~-

(ET)#(CF,),(l,l,2-trihaloethane) family, the importance of the different packing

motifs on superconductivity maybe elucidated.

It seems that the K-(ET)@f(CFJJl,l,2-trihaloethane) structural type should

support higher superconducting transition temperatures if larger, related anions or

solvent molecules could be cocrystallized into this structural motif. Once again, the

obstacle to higher Z’CSappears not to be the ET molecule or the packing motif, but

rather limitations in synthesizing molecules that will pack in the desired structure.

Thus, we hope to achieve higher Z’CSin organic systems through the use of larger

anions which will form thick insulating layers. The more functional groups that the

components of organic superconductors have, the greater the prospects are for

preparing families of superconducting salts with large numbers of members and

higher Z’CS.

Other research groups have also recently taken advantage of large, discrete

anions for the synthesis of superconducting salts. The Fe(Cz04)~3-anion has been

combined with ET to form crystals of ~“-(ET)A [(HzO)Fe(CzOJ3]PhCN which has a

superconducting transition temperature near 8.5 K. [79] In this system, it should

be possible to prepare isostructural salts and tune the physical properties via

modification of three components: Fe(Cz04)~>, HZO, and PhCN. It has already been

shown that the first of these, Fe(CzOJ~3-, can be replaced with the Cr(CzOJ~3- to

yield the superconducting ~“-(ET), [(H,O)Cr(CzO,)J PhCN (l’C = 6.0 K). [80] The

second of these, HZO, can be replaced by K+ or NHA+. [81] However, the

replacement of a neutral molecule with a monopositive cation changes the band

filling and drastically alters the packing of the ET molecules, thus destroying the
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superconducting state. More recently, a report of a superconducting salt,

[Fe(CN)5NO],, containing the nitroprusside anion has appeared. [821

structure/property modification should be possible through exchange

cocrystallized alkali metal cation, the metal, or the anion’s ligands.

32

(ET),K

Again,

of the

The continuing discovery of a rapidly growing number of organic

superconductors demonstrates that organic superconductivity is a widespread

phenomenon, with vast possibilities for the synthesis of a wide range of materials,

some of which will undoubtedly have increased TCSabove present levels. In order to

develop new and improved superconducting materials, it will be crucial to better

understand the charge-pairing mechanisms by which superconductivity occurs. To

develop this understanding, the similarities between organic and cuprate

superconductors must be considered. As an example, both have layered crystal

structures and exhibit a competition between insulating and superctmducting

ground states, highly anisotropic electrical and magnetic properties, and both

require very large magnetic fields to completely suppress the superconducting state.

Similarities abound between these two classes. It would seem that ultimately, as

more of the important characteristics of the superconducting state are realized, the

vast synthetic capabilities of organic chemists will be called upon to tailor make

molecules that contain the structural and chemical features required to produce

charge transfer salts possessing desired properties. Because of the structural

similarities and anisotropic nature between the organic superconductors and the

high TC cuprates, there is much hope that very high TCS(>100 K) will someday be

achieved in organic materials.
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Table 3. Fractional atomic coordinates and equivalent
isotropic thermal parameters (~2) in (ET)&(CFJJCN)v

Atom
Agl

Cll
FI
F2
F3

C12
N1

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
Clo

x
O.OOOO

0.0348(19)

0.2747(16)

-0.1364(19)

-0.0115(23)

0.3094(18)

0.4888(18)

1.1632(4)

0.7618(4)

1,1957(4)

0.8136(4)

1.1906(5)

0.7226(4)

1.2842(4)

0.8418(4)

0.9715(16)

0.9903(16)

1.0495(17)

0.8685(17)

1.1222(15)

0.9486(16)

1.0927(21)

0.8021(21)

1.2263(16)

0.9378(17)

Y
0.0000
0.2031(9)

0.2340(8)

0.2179(8)

0.3125(6)

-0.0716(10)

-0.1102(9)

-0.5478(2)

-0.3158(2)

-0.5503(2)

-0.3092(2)

-0.5622(2)

-0.2777(2)

-0,5707(2)

-0.2749(2)

-0.4312(9)

-0.4298(9)

-0.4785(8)

-0.3727(9)

-0.4808(8)

-0.3703(9)

-0.4392(10)

-0.3989(11)

-0.4496(9)

-0.3962(8)

z
0.0000

0.0232(2)

0.0380(3)

0.0483(2)

0.0025(2)

0.0297(2)

0.0462(2)

0.18607(5)

0.18719(5)

0.26902(5)

0.27096(5)

0.11009(5)
0.11170(5)
0.34391(5)
0.34646(5)
0.2106(2)
0.2461(2)
0,1461(2)
0.1464(2)
0.3099(2)
0.3104(2)
0.0758(2)
0.0761(2)
0.3792(2)
0.3812(2)

Ueq
0.0160(2)

0.021(2)

0.071(3)

0.069(3)

0.063(2)

0.021(2)

0.030(2)

0.0151(4)

0.0166(4)

0.0156(4)

0.0162(4)

0.0198(4)

0.0177(4)

0.0167(4)

0.0149(4)

0.016(2)

0.014(2)

0.016(2)

0.015(2)

0.0131(14)

0.0139(15)

0.028(2)

0.028(2)

0.0145(15)

0.014(2)
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Table 4, Fractional atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic

thermal parameters (A2)in K~-(BEDT-TSF)~g(CF~)4(TCE).

Atom
Sel
Se2
Se3
Se4
S5
S6
S7
S8
cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9Aa
C1OA
C9Ba
C1OI3
Agl
Cll
F1lA
F12A
F13A
F1lB
F12B
F13B
C21
F21A
F22A
F23A
F21B
F22B
F23B
Cll
C12
C13
C14

0.3836:(11)
0.24628(10)
0.52279(11)
0.38686(10)
0.2662(3)
0.1181(3)
0.6424(3)
0.4893(4)
0.3563(9)
0.4119(10)
0.2781(10)
0.2189(10)
0.5455(9)
0.4869(10)
0.1861(11)
0.0904(11)
0.628(4)
0.597(4)
0.666(2)
0.562(2)
0.18373(12)
0.229(2)
0.288(5)
0.173(4)
0.305(5)
0.324(3)
0.212(3)
0.167(4)
0.142(2)
0.216(5)
0.053(5)
0.100(8)
0.188(4)
0.051(4)
0.154(4)
0.4306(6)
0.4375(4)
0.405(2)
0.477(2)

O.O51OL3)
0.02471(3)

-0.01836(3)
-0.05047(3)
0.11699(9)
0.08901(10)

-0.08319(10)
–0.11966(10)
0.0160(3)

-0.0135(3)
0.0783(3)
0.0673(3)

–0.0634(3)
-0.0772(3)
0.1429(3)
0.1240(4)

-0.1300(12)
–0.1380(11)
-0.1230(6)
-0.1415(6)
0.2500
0.2119(6)
0.190(2)
0.198(2)
0.2250(9)
0.203(2)
0.2186(6)
0.1838(6)
0.2113(6)
0.205(2)
0.2202(15)
0.1837(13)
0.1821(9)
0.204(2)
0.2199(9)
0.2500
0.19547(12)
0.2412(6)
0.2618(7). .

0.2847;2)
0.0061(2)
0.2781(2)
0.0105(2)
0.3164(4)
0.0043(5)
0.3254(4)
0.0422(5)
0.1433(14)
0.1401(14)
0.212(2)
0.095(2)
0.2208(15)
0.1088(14)
0.188(2)
0.137(2)
0.280(6)
0.131(6)
0.229(3)
0.194(3)
0.7161(2)
0.560(3)
0.602(10)
0.486(8)
0.466(8)
0.585(7)
0.403(3)
0.578(3)
0.875(3)
0.967(11)
0.943(7)
0.804(6)
0.862(4)
0.873(7)
1.028(3)
–0.0776(8)
0.1831(6)
0.132(4)
0.223(4)

Ueq
0.0429(4)
0.0405(4)
0.0442(5)
0.0401(4)
0.0528(14)
0.0633(15)
0.0560(14)
0.0751(18)
0.0321(39)
0.0361(42)
0.0402(44)
0.0370(44)
0.0337(39)
0.0358(44)
0.0502(52)
0.0519(54)
0.0570(60)
0.0482(55)
0.0570
0.0482
0.0438(5)
0.0824(100)
0.2035(354)
0.2853(392)
0.2018(271)
0.1073(166)
0.0645(93)
0.0998(143)
0.0794(90)
0.2660(453)
0.1571(272)
0.2124(394)
0.1074(171)
0.1247(269)
0.0869(150)
0.0973(34)
0.0939(22)
0.0693(133)
0.0698(128)
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Organic superconductors, such as K-(ET)ZCUw(CN)JBr, are composed of

organic conducting layers separated by non-conducting anion layers. This

results in a material with very anisotropic conductivity, similar to that

observed in the higher TCcuprate superconductors.

The three most common packing motifs

layer for ET-based superconducting salts.

of the electron-donor molecule

The K-motif is characterized by

orthogonal dimers and the ~-motif by a honeycomb network. The. ~“-motif

is related to the fhmotif, except that the ET molecules are canted within

the stacks. The dashed lines represent short contacts between the sulfur

atoms in adjacent molecules through which conductivity occurs.

The top panel depicts a projection of the

plane. The lower panel shows a

(ET)2Ag(CF3)4 salt on k bc-

similar projection of the

(ET)@g(CF~)$CN)z structure.

A) The disordered ikf(CFJA- anion as crystallized in the ~ ~-

(ET)#(CF,),(l,l,2 -trihaloethane) and K~-(BEDT-TSF)~g(CF,),(TCE)

structures. B) The ordered M( C FJA- anion as crystallized in the

(ET).#f(CF,), salts. C) The Ag(CF,)z(CN)J anion as crystallized in the

(ET)~g(CF~)z(CN)z salt. D) The Ag(CF~)~C1-anion as crystallized in the

K~-(BEDT-TSF)~g(CFJ~Cl(TCE)structure.

Four-probe variable temperature conductivity as measured

needle-like axis of a single crystal of the (ET)~g(CF~)A salt.

along the

The inset
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

shows that the electical conductivity follows an Arrhenius-type

conductivity model.

A comparison of the crystal structures of two ~-phase organic

superconductors: K-(ET)ZCU~(CN)z]Br and K~-(ET)zCu(CFJA(TCE). The

anion layer in K~-(ET)zCu(CFJ4(TCE) is more than twice as thick as in K-

(ET)@ [N(CN)JBr. Disorder within the anion layer may result in the

lower Z’Cfound in the K~-(ET)zCu(CFa),(TCE) salt.

The disordered solvent molecule in the K~-(ET)#(CF~)4( l,l,2-

trihaloethane) structures. The halogen positions of the two differant

orientations of the solvent molecule occupy the corners of the same

isosceles triangle. Halogen site A lies on a mirror plane, while sites B and

B’ are mirror symmetric. The three types of l,l,2-trihaloethane solvent

molecules shown have crystallized into this structural type.

The superconducting transition temperature in K~-(ET)#lg(CF~)4(l,l,2-

trihaloethane) salts can be controlled through the use of mixed solvents in

the electrocrystallization step. Illustrated are the variable temperature ac

susceptibility curves obtained from several single crystals grown from the

following solvent mixtures: A 100% trichloroethane, V 50%

trichloroethane / 50% tribromoethane,

tribromoethane, ■ 100% tribromoethane.

● 25% trichloroethane / 25%

The crystal structure of IC~-(BEDT-TSF)#g( CFa)A(TCE)illustrated as a

projection on the ah-plane.
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Figure 10Atomic numbering scheme for the (ET)#g(CFJz(CN)z structure.

Figure llAtomic numbering scheme for the K~-(BEDT-TSF)#g(CFJ,(TCE)

structure.
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